Wie die Welt funktioniert?
Die Kleinen müssen unten bleiben!

Aber für mich sind die Kleinen
die größten Menschen, weil sie
wissen, was los ist.
Zitat nach Y.B., GriesplatZ, 2011
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Above: The project poster-folder. Translation:
How does the world function? The little people
have to stay at the bottom. But for me, the little
ones are the big people, because they know what
is going on. On the right: A May Day performative
happening, sightseeing walk for the project opening, May, 1st 2013, Graz.
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INSTALLATION SITE 1/8

Griesgasse 50

This text-based artwork is a monument to a snack bar. The San Grill Bar
, where you could get “the best grill
between Helsinki and Tirana”, was run
at this location by Bosnian-born Kadir
Smailović from 1997 to 2002. It was an
important meeting point for numerous
members of the Bosnian and ex-Yugoslavian communities in Graz. The text
tells about the bar, and about Kadir
Smailovic’s life story, outlining the
social, political and economic background of refugees in general.

A May Day performative happening,
sightseeing walk for the project
opening, duration 2 hours, ca.
200 participants, May 1st 2013,
Annenviertel, Graz.
Photographic documentation: J.J.
Kucek

A May Day performative happening, the
project opening, May 1st 2013, Graz.
Above: Kadir Smailovic unveils the art
work at Griesplatz dedicated to the San
Snack Bar, which he ran from 1997 to
2002.

The project opening, May 1st, 2013.
During our performative happening the
people took part in the event by reading through megaphones selected historical texts dedicated to labour movement
history on different sites during the
tour. From Griesplatz the group headed
to the second location in Pflastergasse/
Ägydigasse.

INSTALLATION SITE 2/8
Ägydigasse 12 and 14
Except for the first one, each project location has two text panels
installed on the building facade or on an outside wall. One text
mediates the history of local labour movement, whereas the other
text-panel gives an insight into the life stories of immigrants
working or living in the immediate surroundings of that historical
location. In this case, the historical text tells about the Italian migrant workers in Graz in the 16th and 17th century. These
construction workers built the city walls, the grand buildings,
paved the streets... The local population was hostile to them,
using the very same arguments the anti-immigrant discourse uses
nowadays. The other text brings biographical notes of three people
who come from Ghana, Iran and Macedonia and live at this address
- three life stories of so called simple people who contribute to
society by working hard at their nursing or maintenance jobs.

May 1st, 2013. Installation site 2/8, Pflastergasse/Ägydigasse.
During the performative happening, the audience read the texts in situ in front of
the artworks. Additionally, excerpts of biographical text were read aloud through
megaphones. In most cases these texts were read by students who either wrote the text
or participated in its creation by working in a team.

In the middle: Evelyn Ark, project participant with her son Kingsley in his school.
Our two students, together with Evelyn Ark
and their children during a drawing workshop
session, which was a part of our field research dedicated to immigrant biographies.
Above: Installation site - application of
historical and anthropological research in
public space. Here: one of eight interventions in public space with biographical text
about Evelyn Ark.

INSTALLATION SITE 3/8

Dreihackengasse 2 – ISOP
The text positioned on the left tells about the
ISOP organization (Innovative Sozialprojekte),
which has been active in different social and
intercultural work since the 1980s. The text
artwork on the right hand side is a textual
collage created from biographical notes about
four people living or working in the immediate
surroundings.

Installationsite 3/8, Dreihackengasse 2 – ISOP; text panel with the text giving a historical overview about
the ISOP organisation’s activities.

A May Day performative happening, the
project opening, May, 1st 2013. Above:
Reading historical texts about ISOP organisation (Innovative Sozialprojekte)
on the way from Pflastergasse/Ägydigasse
to Dreihackengasse. Historical texts
about the Graz “Bloody Saturday” of
1919 were read while the group walked
towards Orinet Shop, the next installation site. Mr. Liyi junior joined the
group as well.

Installationsite 4/8, Annenstrasse 10, Orientshop; the text panel with the historical text about Graz Bloody
Saturday of 1919.

INSTALLATION SITE 4/8

Annenstraße 10 – Orient Shop
The historical text tells about the
“Grazer Blutsamstag“ (Graz Bloody
Saturday) of 1919, when a demonstration
turned into street fighting. The communists were blamed for the event, although
the authorities were responsible. The
second text panel tells the life story of
Mr. Mao Liyi from China, who came to Austria at the age of 29, and trades continuously with 28 countries.

Installationsite 4/8, Annenstrasse 10, Orientshop; a biographical text about Mr. Mao Liyi, the owner of the
Orientshop and successful international trader.

May 1st 2013.
Above: Angela Praßl, student, reads
her text about the life story of a
young African asylum seeker in front
of the Austrian Chamber of Labour
(AK) Library, installation site No.6.
Below: Historical texts about Konsum
organization, which was a cooperative
trade society established and run by
social democrats in the 19th century
in the development of the labour
movement, were read in front of a
banner placed on a building that used
to belong to Konsum.

INSTALLATION SITE 5&5a/8

Annenstraße, Corner Volksgartenstraße – Inside Styria Center
Strauchergasse Corner Volksgartenstraße
Two text panels are placed inside a neighborhood shopping center. One text
tells about the history of the cooperative trade society Konsum whose wholesale
outlet was at that very location from 1926 until the 1970s. Konsum society was
established by social democrats as a class struggle instrument to contribute
the labour movement. The other text panels consist of biographical notes of a
person who lives and works at the address.
A large scale banner positioned on the house facade shows a historical photograph from the year 1912 - a festive assembly of the Konsum society in Graz.

Above: The artwork installed inside the Styria Center.
Underneath: The banner positioned on the Styria Center
house facade.

INSTALLATION SITE 6/8

Hanuschgasse 3 – Library of the
Austrian Chamber of Labour (AK)
The historical text gives information on the Austrian Chamber of Labour, Styria, in particular on the
library and its importance within
the labour movement. The biographical text tells the life of Mr.
Clinton, an African asylum seeker,
who spends most of his free time
using the internet facilities of
the AK library.

INSTALLATION SITE 7/8

Niesenbergergasse 67-69 / AMS

Installation site 7/8. The historical text tells the
history of employment agencies that came into being
in the Austria of the 19th century, as well as how
the employment offices in Graz developed into today’s
Public Employment Service Austria (AMS). The other
text panel is a textual collage created from biographical notes of three AMS clients.

INSTALLATION SITE 8/8

Idlhofgasse 36 –Shop window of the
Kurdistan Information Center and courtyard building
The historical text in this installation
tells about the “Bund herrschaftsloser
Sozialisten“ (Alliance of Non-Authoritarian Socialists) whose headquarter
and clubhouse was located on this site
in the 1920s. The other text refers to
the history and current situation of the
Kurds and the Kurdistan Information Center which has been situated at the location since 2003.

The installation site 8/8, Kurdistan Information Center KIZ, courtyard building.

The project opening, May 1st, 2013.
Kurdistan Information Center, Idlhoffgasse 36.

The project opening, May 1st, 2013.
The historical texts about the anarchist
movement and their local organization,
as well as about the Kurdistan Information Centre were read aloud at the final
destination of our May, 1st tour, in the
Idlhoffgasse 36.

October 2011, Seminar “No History – No Monuments,
visual ethnography and representational critique in
art and cultural anthropology”, Karl Franzens University, Graz.
Guided tour through the Annenviertel neighborhood
and its locations relevant for labour movement and
migration history; with historians Joachim Heizl and
Dr Leo Kühbeerger, Dr Judith Laister, anthropologist
and Kristina Leko, artist. Here: the students in the
seminar are visiting the Kurdistan Information Centre, Idlhoffgasse 36.
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NO MONUMENTS FOR LABOUR AND IMMIGRATION is a multifaceted interdisciplinary artistic project based in the Annenviertel neighbourhood of Graz. It is dedicated to
the local labour movement and migration history. Over a period of three years the
project developed in collaboration with several institutions, and over forty individuals participated in its realization.
In 2011 two historians, Dr. Leo Kühberger and Joachim Heinzel, were commissioned
to carry out special historical research. The objective was to research and describe 18 locations in the neighbourhood – sites of particular relevance to labour movement history, and to the history of migrations. One example is the
Pflastergasse, a street where a community of Italian migrants (construction workers) dwelled in the 16th century, whereas today a city owned social housing project mostly populated by immigrants is to be found on the spot. Another example is
the Idlhofgasse 36, which was the headquarters of the first anarchist organization
in Styria back in the 1920s. The same rooms have been home to the Kurdistan Information Centre since 2003.
On a weekend in October 2011 this historical research was presented in the form of
a neighbourhood walk to students of the Institute for Cultural Anthropology, Karl
Franzens University in Graz. The two-day sightseeing walk was part of the seminar
“No History – No Monuments, visual ethnography and representational critique in
art and cultural anthropology”, a collaborative university seminar by cultural anthropologist Dr. Judith Laister and the artist Kristina Leko. Whereas Judith Laister gave theoretical input, Kristina Leko undertook field research with students.
Since 1999 Leko has been artistically involved in biographical research in different social contexts. Within this seminar, Leko mediated her knowledge and skills
related to biographical field research to students. On the other hand, the research
done within the seminar was transformed into an artistic project in public space.
Working in small groups and individually, the students researched and edited the
biographies of the people with migrant backgrounds who live or work at the above
mentioned historical sites. One of the goals of the seminar “No History – No Monuments” was an encounter and exchange between the students and the residents of the
neighbourhood. The other goal was to empower our project participants - migrant

residents - by involving them in a cultural project with considerable visibility
in public space. Nineteen students took part in the project, and over twenty biographical texts were written. In the next phase, a choice of historical and biographical texts created in the project was made. These texts were then shortened
and transformed into text-based artworks. Each text was created through the participation and involvement of several individuals, where all the involved parties
edited the text (individual field researchers, sometimes several researchers for
one biography, their interview partners - people whose biographies were subject of
interest and research, several members of project team, historians involved in the
project).
The final result of the project NO MONUMENTS FOR LABOUR AND IMMIGRATION are eight
interventions in public space. These are considered to be socially and politically functional art works. The project is structured to involve a mediation process
over a longer period of time (several years).
On each of the eight project locations, two text panels designed as school blackboards appear applied on the building facades. The audience is invited to put the
two texts, two panels in a relation. On each location one text tells a story from
the history of the Austrian labour movement, whereas the other text narrates about
migrants’ biographies. Thus, the project as a whole is a statement about migration and its main intention is to draw public attention to the fact that migration should be perceived as a part of labour history. In the period until 2015
the Rotor Centre for Contemporary Art offers guided tours through the project and
the neighbourhood in order to spread knowledge about the local history of labour
and migration, and in order to promote the main thought of the project: migration
(history) is a part of Austrian labour history.
The opening of the project took the form of a guided tour and performative happening, with megaphones and banners, on May, 1st 2013. Over 200 people participated.

Three drawings by Kristina Leko, 2011, that were
used to explain to the students the structure of
the project, and possible relations and interactions within the project, in the context of the
university seminar “No History - No Monuments”.

From top to bottom: Griesplatz in Graz, one of the intervention sites of the project;
Kurdistan Information Center, the location where back in the 1920s an association of
anarchist-socialists had their headquarters - as well an installation site of the project;
Orpheum, Kurdistan Information Center – guided tour with students and the historians Dr Leo
Kuhberger and Joachim Heinzl in the frame of the project-related university seminar, 2011;
final presentation and exhibition of the seminar at the Rotor Center for Contemporary Art,
Graz, 2012.

The end presentation of the seminar “No History – No Monuments, visual ethnography and representational critique in art and cultural anthropology”, students and their research-partners - the interviewed persons, Rotor Center for Contemporary Art, Graz, 2012.

